Other Charges

Payment Not Honored by Financial Institution Charge: The utility shall assess a $25.00 charge when a payment rendered for utility service is not honored by the customer’s financial institution. This charge may not be in addition to, but may be inclusive of, other such charges when the payment was for multiple services.

Special Billing Charge: The utility shall assess a $25.00 charge to the requestor to cover administrative expenses whenever an existing customer or the property owner requests a special billing outside of the normal utility billing. This charge may not be assessed to a new customer.

Special Meter Reading Charge: The utility shall assess a $20.00 charge to the requestor whenever an existing customer or the property owner requests a special meter reading by utility personnel on a date other than the regularly scheduled meter reading. This charge may not be assessed if the customer or the property owner provides the meter reading. This charge may not be assessed to a new customer.

Missed Appointment Charge: The utility shall assess a missed appointment charge when a customer, without providing reasonable cancellation notice, fails to be present at the customer’s location for an appointment scheduled with utility personnel. The utility may not apply the charge for the first such missed appointment during normal business hours. The utility shall apply the charge for the first such missed appointment after normal business hours.

- During normal business hours: $40.00
- After normal business hours: $60.00

Real Estate Closing Account Charge: The utility shall assess a $15.00 charge whenever a customer or the customer’s agent requests written documentation from the utility of the customer’s account status in connection with a real estate closing.

Billing: Same as Schedule Mg-1R.